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Doctor puts Nixon on critical list
LONG BEACH. Calif (API-Former
President Richard M Nixon went into
ihock alter phlebitis surgery and is in
critical condition, his doctor said last
night
A team of physicians administered
'countershock measures for three
hours until a stable vascular condition
was once again restored.' said Dr
John C
Lungren in a written
statement
The patient is still considered
critical, "hesaid
Lungren said the serious complication was probably caused by "some
relro-pentonae.il bleeding secondary
to anticoagulation therapy
THE PHYSICIAN had said earlier
that there was "somewhat more risk
than normal" to the surgery because

Nixon had been taking anticoagulant
drugs which left him prone to
uncontrolled bleeding
Lungren said after the surgery that
there was no excessive bleeding
"Replacement of blood loss and
relaxation of anti-coagulation therapy
was instituted." Dungren said
Retro-peritonaeal means behind the
lining of Nixon's abdominal area.
Surgeons attached a plastic clip to a
vein in Nixon's groin area to keep blood
clots from threatening the former
president's life
AFTER SURGERY. Nixon was
described as "doing well" and making
a normal recovery
Nixon went into shock about 12:45
p.m . more than six hours after
surgery. Lungren said

Lungren's statement was read by a
hospital official
Lungren had called the operation a
success and said that hopefully there
would be no more complications from
the phlebitis Nixon suffers in his left
leg
AT A NEWS conference 30 minutes
after the hour-long operation. Dr
Eldon Hickman. who performed it with
two assisting surgeons, said. "Mr
Nixon is doing well recovering in the
normal manner
White House aides were keeping
close touch on Nixon's condition and
one indicated that a possible visit today
by President Ford to the former
president was under consideration
Ford was scheduled to be in Los
Angeles tomorrow for a campaign
visit

THE SURGEON said Nixon had the
usual postoperative effects-he was
still groggy from general anesthesia
and was being fed intravenously
Nixon's doctors sidestepped
questions about when he might be well
enough to travel to Washington D C .
to testify at the Watergate cover-up
trial of five former political
associates
He has been subpoenaed by both the
defense and prosecution
Hickman described Nixon's surgery
as "uneventful "
IN ttIB RELATIVELY simple
operation, olten performed on phlebitis
patients, the small clip was inserted in
the left groin area to partially close off
the main vein taking blood from the leg
to the upper body

The clip permits blood to pass but not
dangerously large clots
After such surgery most patients
experience some temporary swelling
of the leg. and an elastic support
stocking may be needed for a time
DURING SURGERY. Secret Service
agents guarded the operating room
Surgery was decided upon Monday
night after doctors discovered a large
clot in Nixon's thigh
They feared it could break loose and
travel to the heart or lungs, lodging
there and causing death or severe
damage.
Lungren told a briel news conference
after the surgery at Memorial Hospital
Medical Center that the clots hopefully
will be absorbed by the body in time

NIXON WILL continue to receive
anticoagulant drugs to combat ihe
phlebitis, a vein inflammation, and will'
be examined periodically to insure
there are no complications a hospital
spokesman said.
Hickman said Nixon, tl. probably
will be hospitalized for another weak
and that convalescence at Nixon's Saa
Clemente home would take four to ill
weeks
The former president's operation
began at 5:30 a.m. None of his familywas present at the hospital but later
Nixon aides said the former*
president's wife, Pat. and hit former
White House secretary. Rote Mary
Woods, had arrived to see him
LUNGREN SAID there wai no,
excessive bleeding during the
operation.

Sawhill leaves
energy position
WASHINGTON
i API-President
Ford announced yesterday he is
dropping Federal Energy Administrator iFEAl John C Sawhill. an
outspoken advocate of energy conservation, at the request of Interior
Secretary Rogers C.B Morton
Ford said there were no "major
policy
differences"
involved-just
"some differences in approach or
technique."

administration "
Sawhill said later he did not know
what new job Ford has in mind for him
Ford has placed Morton in charge of
energy policy, appointing him
chairman of the new Cabinet-level
Energy Resources Council
"He ought to have the right, with my
approval, to make changes, and that is
why we made the changes." Ford said
in explaining Sawhill's departure.

BUT A SPOKESMAN for Friends of
the Earth, a citizen environment
group, called Sawhill's removal
"appalling kowtowing
to special
inlarestt." and said it sigaale th* end
for a tough regulatory energy conservation program which could have
reduced our dependence on foreign oil
and helped to promote a clean
environment."
Ford said he would nominate Andrew
E
Gibson, a former assistant
secretary of Commerce and former
head of the Federal Maritime Administration, to replace Sawhill.
At the same time. Ford announced
the appointment of Robert Seamans, a
former secretary of the Air Force and
deputy director of the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency, to head
the new Energy Research and
Development Agency.
And he named former astronaut Bill
Anders, now a member of the Atomic
Energy Commission IA EC l. to become
chairman of the new Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

IN AN interview Monday. Sawhill
stuck by his support of energy conservation and said:
"If there are others in the administration who feel that 1 can't really be
effective in my job because I've taken
these positions, then maybe I should
leave."
Following Ford's announcements in
an impromptu news conference, the
White House released a letter from
Sawhill to the President, dated Oct 25.
in which Sawhill wrote that his tasks at
FEA "are complete, and I feel that the
time has come for me to move on to
new responsibilities.''
Sawhill told his staff yesterday
morning of his resignation and said he
had met with the President last
Friday

WITH THE AEC being split into the
two news groups. Ford said the present
AEC chairman. Dixy Lee Ray. will be
named assistant secretary of State for
Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Matters.
Ford said Sawhill. too. "will be
offered a first-class assignment in this

SAWHILL HAS had the job only
since last April, when William E
Simon left it to become Treasury
secretary
A letter from President Ford
accepting Sawhill's resignation
indicated that Gibson would take over
next Jan. 1 and Sawhill would stay on
the job until then
Gibson. 52. has made his career in
various aspects of maritime trade.
He has advocated saving gasoline by
increasing the proportion of "very
small cars "-two-seaters getting 35
miles per gallon or more

Queen Elizabeth states
nationalization plans
LONDON (APi-Queen Elizabeth II
told Parliament yesterday the Labor
government plans to nationalize key
industries, including aviation and oil.
in a Socialist bid to revive Britain's
economy.
The queen's address, written for her
by Prime Minister Harold Wilson's
Cabinet, said a National Enterprise
Board will be proposed to direct the
restructuring and reorganization of
Britain's industries.
SHE LISTED shipbuilding and
aircraft firms as immediate
candidates for nationalization or state
participation and said a National Oil
Corp will be established to increase
government regulation of the North
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Sea oil and gas operations.
Britain hopes reserves in the North
Sea will eliminate its need to import oil
by the late 1970s
The address also contained proposals
(or taxing private wealth, gifts and
estates
The monarch's speech, in traditional
pageantry, opened the new Parliament
elected this month.
THE PACKAGE contained at least
26 new bills to be proposed by Wilson's
new government Under the British
system, passage is assured as long as
Wilson maintains a three-seat majority
in the 635-member House of Commons
that Labor won in elections this month.
Former Prime Minister Edward
Heath, whose political life is at stake
as leader of the opposition Conservative party, at once assailed the
package.
He angrily pointed at Wilson and
cried: "The government is not
prepared to put on one side-even
temporarily-any tingle aspect of their
divisive policies which divide the
nation."
Wilson calmly replied that his
government's program is designed to
achieve greater social justice for all
Britons

Rhodes rally

Republican gubernatorial candidate James A.
Rhodes discusses issue* with a small group of
people at the University airport. Bowling Green

was the seventh.of a nine-step campaign tour
made by Rhodes yesterday. (Newtphwte by fteb
Harmeyer)

Rhodes responds to personal' attacks...
By Carl Rementkv
Editorial Editor
Republican gubernatorial candidate James A. Rhodes flew into the
University airport yesterday afternoon and stayed just long enough to
conduct a snort discussion on the
issues and the campaign itself.
Rhodes spoke to a gathering ol
about 50 persons inside an airplane
hangar Bowling Green was the
seventh of nine stops yesterday for
Rhodes, who made a whirlwind
campaign tour of the state.
Rhodes began his remarks on the
issues by saying. "These are the
things the Governor cannot talk
about."
Rhodes said his Democratic
opponent. Gov. John J Gilligan
started his campaign by talking
about the issues, but has "gotten
into the area of personalities
"We think it's great," Rhodes
said of Gilligan's tactics.
HE EXPLAINED that Gilligan
switched his tactics because too
many "things" came up which
conflicted with what he was doing in
the statehouse.
Rhodes also answered some of the
accusations made by Gilligan and
others about his personal finances
and campaign spending.
He denied ever converting any
campaign funds into money for his
personal use.
Rhodes was asked about the
reports which were reported
missing from the Ohio Secretary of
State's office. "These are all run by
committees, and I have nothing to
do with these committees." Rhodes
said.
"EVERYBODY

that's running

for office today has had some
complaint filed against them." he
added
Concerning the issues. Rhodes
said primary and secondaryeducation was the most important
issue in the election.
"We have double taxation in Ohio
because the Governor will not give
the money 'oeducation." he said.
Rhodes said Gilligan had pushed
the state income tax through on the
premise that it would solve some ol
the school financing problems and

reduce property taxes, but now he
said there is a threat of property
taxes going up.
He stressed that there have been
534 school money issues on the
ballot this year, despite an
estimated S231 million available for
education.
HE SAID the Governor wanted to
release only 10 per cent of the »231
million to schools.
Rhodes also touched upon higher
education "Higher education is

lighting lor its life, he said
He recalled Gilligan's Ohio plan,
under which students would have
had to pay back the entire cost of
their education to the state.
Now. he said. Gilligan wants to
freeze student fees. He attributed
the turnabout to political motives.
Rhodes accused the governor of
driving industry out of Ohio and
costing Ohio thousands of jobs each
year. "The problem is basically the
attitude of the Governor." he said.

...that Gilligan has hurled at hirn
By Lorraine Jameson
Stall Reporter
CINCINNATI-Gov. John J Gilligan. democratic gubernatorial
candidate, blasted his GOP
opponent James Rhodes for mishandling campaign funds in a
speech here Sunday.
Gilligan accused Rhodes of
appropriating over (54.900 from his
campaign fund between 1954-1957
for personal uses which included
clothes, travel expenses, a car. land
for a new home and construction
costs on a former home
Gilligan also criticized Rhodes
refusal to make his tax returns and
campaign finance reports public.
"Two years before Watergate all
the members of my cabinet and
myself made our financial statements public." Gilligan said,
displaying his 1.040 forms and a
thick volume of campaign spending
reports.
There is no reason why Rhodes
should be allowed to keep campaign
spending information from the
public, he added

"Ted Brown, who is rumored to
be the Secretary of State, has the
authority to subpoena checks and
records in these circumstances."
Gilligan said.
GILLIGAN SAID if re-elected, he
plans to give additional support to
public schools, extend college
opportunities for young people with
increases in the Ohio Instructional
Grant
OK; . continue environmental protection programs and
improve health care, including
mental, maternal,
infant and
elderly health care services
"We are presently putting
together a budget estimate for the
next two years." Gilligan said. "We
are trying to figure what kind of
expenses we'll be likely to
encounter in order to keep up state
services.
"If the pressures of inflation
moderate in the next few months we
could progress with no changes in
the tax structure." he said. "But if
we are still in the raging grip of
inflation we may have to shelve
some of these programs."

Gilligan said he hopes schools are
not forced to close because of rising
costs and tax levy failures
"We Increased state funding to
education M per cent which is
unprecedented in any state in the
Union, he said "But just as the
funds reached the schools, inflation
hit hard."
SCHOOL SYSTEMS signed aew
teacher contracts and upgraded
programs and then found out they
were in financial trouble, he
explained.
Gilligan said there is no plan to
take care of school districts who run
out ol money if their levies fail.
"It would be an open invitation to
electors to turn down every levy,
knowing they would be balled out."
'he said.
However, the legislature doe*
have the authority to apply a
uniform minimum property tax
' across the state, he added
The Bowling Green Board el
Education has indicated local
schools may close if the proposed
levy falls in Tuesday'• electioa.
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amity in the south
arab move
threat to peace
The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was given control
Monday of all areas of the West Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza
Strip that Israel may relinquish in the future by the Arab heads of state.
The move may be a threat to Middle East peace negotiations.
Before the move by the Arabs, Israel indicated it would not negotiate
with the PLO.
The PLO has been responsible for much of the terrorist activity
directed against Israel since the June. 1967. war. Israel has retaliated
against most of these raids in kind, usually attattacking the nation in
which the PLO raids have originated.
There is definitely a bitter taste for each other in the PLO and Israeli
mouths.
King Hussein of Jordan previously said he would not participate in any
future negotiations to regain the land from the Israelis if the Arab
leaders made the PLO move.
The feeling in the Jordanian camp is that Hussein will now carry
__ through with his threat.
The loss of Hussein from Israeli-Arab negotiations would be very
{ damaging to the attainment of peace in the Mideast. He is one of the few
Arab leaders who recognizes the peace as the prime goal in the Mideast,
not Arab interests.
The action by the Arab leaders have increased the chances for another
Middle Kast war. Two bitter antagonists are now staring each other in
the face.
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OXFORD. MISS.-As we strolled
across the sun-dappled campus of Ole
Miss, the tall law student turned
abruptly to me and asked: "But why
did President Ford do it?"
He was not asking about the Nixon
pardon--although that is also an
unsettling question here. Rather, he
was inquiring about Ford's Oct.. 9
declaration that he "disagreed" with
the Boston court order on school busing
and had always opposed "forced busing
to achieve racial balance."
It seemed ironic that the question
should be asked here at the University
of Mississippi where twelve years ago
the campus was enveloped in an
atmosphere of racial violence, gunfire
and death over the admission of James
Meredith, its first glack student.
Later. I was confronted with the
same question from another Ole Miss
student, this one a black girl majoring
in political science.

J. F. terHersI

o

the Deep South, the winds of change
are refreshing.
Back in 1962. the Ole Miss campus
came under military siege because of
Meredith's determination to break the
color barrier. Governor Ross Barnett
personally barred him despite a
Federal court order.
PRESIDENT KENNEDY called out
federal troops lo quell the rioting and
dispatched Deputy Attorney General
Nicholas Katzenbach to see that the
law was obeyed.
Before dawn came on Ocl. 1 that
year, the campus was a shambles of
riotous behavior Two persons were
killed in the melee and the ancient
Lyceum building was pock-marked
with bullet holes

And all over the admission of one
frightened but determined young man
who knew he. too. was a ion of
Mississippi, even though his skin was
black.
Today's University of Mississippi is
still a relatively small school, having
only about 6,800 students Its 1974
football team has fallen on hard times,
but its race relations apparently have
not
Approximately 400 blacks are
enrolled at Ole Miss now. enjoying the
rights of all white students-including
the right to maintain their own social
clubs
AT MISSISSIPPI State University,
farther to the southeast, there are even
more blacks with full participation in
university life and extra-curricular
activities
The day I arrived at Oxford, the
campus was agog over the visit of a
new team of federal investigators
looking into discriminatory practices
at Ole Miss. But it had nothing to do
with race this time. The federals were
checking out the complaint of a woman
that she was being denied admission to
the music department's doctoral
program because of her sex.
The subtle humor that Ole Miss

students see in this situation is
matched by their enjoyment of the
scene in Charlotte. N.C., where four
Boston high school pupils were given
the chance to see how "forced busing'
was working in that Southern school
system
Perfect it is not, but then nobody
expects Boston to be perfect, either
I asked some of my young student
friends at the University of Mississippi
and Mississippi State why the South
seems better able to live with school
integration than the North, why the old
slavery states appear to be adjusting
faster in matters of race relations than
the states which ran the old
underground railroads, fought to save
the Union and presumably are more
liberal in social and political attitudes
THE ANSWER that most impressed
me came from a white law student, the
son of a cotton grower in Mississippi's
delta
"We've been around blacks all our
lives." he said, "so we know each other
pretty well. We're not perfect. Lord
knows, but we're not scared of each
other The first thing you Yankees
have todo is stop being scared "
Copyright 1974. Detroit News
Universal Press Syndicate
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softening the blow
President Gerald K. Kurd is apparently trying to "soften the blow."
On the receiving end of the blow are the American veterans, who may
get a shock when Ford vetoes the new GI bill passed by congress earlier
this month.
The President, according to White House officials, wants a new GI bill,
but will veto the congressional bill because he feels it is inflationary.
The bill would raise education benefits for Vietnamese veterans 23 per
cent.
Ford is providing some salve for expected wounds by offering a "Jobs
for Veterans Plan of Action" which would recruit 70,000 veterans for
government jobs by June 30.1975. the end of this fiscal year.
Ford yesterday called Vietnam veterans "silent heroes." Unless the
President changes his mind on the GI bill they will become truly
"neglected heroes."

TO EACH ol them, i had to confess I
did not know why the President felt it
necessary to say what he had said
about the tense busing situation in
Boston.
Perhaps.' I suggested. Ford only
wanted to remind the country that his
new administration was not
responsible for Boston's school busing
problem.
"That's politics then." opined the
black girl, supplying her own answer.
The law student was pragmatic,
saying: "1 don't think he helped
anything by saying what he did."
Helping a situation-being part of the
solution instead of part of the problem,
as the saying goes-is something the
South has been doing better than the
North on matters of racial amity in
recent years. Even here in this part of

I

l_race war danger
WASHINGTON-Pentagon
strategists are quietly formulating plans that
could conceivably drag the United
States into an African racial war Here
are the inside details:
Most of the oil consumed by the West
is shipped in tankers which steam
through the Indian Ocean and around
South Africa's Cape of Good Hope
The Soviet Union has been building
up its fleel in the Indian Ocean and
defense planners now believe the
Kremlin could easily disrupt the
lanker traffic
Thus, the United States, in concert
with its NATO allies, is proposing to
defend the "Cape Route" from the
alleged Russian threat. Such plans
would undoubtedly require the
cooperation of white ruled South
Africa.
NATO officials admitted several
months ago that "contingency plans"
were being drawn up Recent reports
from South Africa, furthermore, tell of
naval visits by the British and French
And U S officials are reportedly
discussing plans to use South African
port facilities
ONCE MILITARY cooperation is
established. NATO could eventually be
I drawn into South Africa's escalating
racial squabbles with its black
neighbors
There is a strong possibility,
however, that the "Cape Route" issue
is a bogus one
A recent United Nations report,
classified confidential, traces the
controversy back to conservative
NATO officials who for years have
been looking for an excuse lo include
South Africa in the western defense
system
The U N document, compiled by
consultant Sean Gervasi. concluded
"The debate about the Cape Route, is
actually a smokescreen for hiding the
real motives of those who organized
it
A secret US. foreign policy
document on Southern Africa. National
Security Study Memorandum 39.
bluntly acknowledges that South Africa
"hopes to use the small but persistent
Soviet naval presence in the Indian
Ocean as a basis for some sort of
collaboration with the United States
...with resultant increases U.S. naval
presence in the area and use of South
African ports. "
Finally, there is the testimony of no
less an authority than Central Intelligence Agency Director William Colby.
In a closed-door session with a
congressional committee two months
ago. be described the Soviet presence
in the Indian Ocean as "relatively
.. small and inactive
There was little chance. Colby

Jack

Anderson

added, that the Russians would
increase the size of their fleet in those
waters unless the United States did it
first
NO DEAL: Perhaps sometimes
investigative reporters should give the
public a report on a scandal they have
failed to find
We have been bombarded with
inquiries, .for example, about Richard
Nixon's presidential pardon
Many suspicious Americans refuse
to believe President Ford's
explanation before the House Judiciary
Committee that he thought the pardon
would close the book on Watergate.
They suspect there must have been a
deal between Nixon and Ford
For several weeks, we have been
searching for evidence of such a deal.
We have questioned trusted sources
who are close to both Nixon and Ford.
One source was actually present at
San Clemente during the discussions
that led to the pardon
But if there was an advance
agreement between Nixon and Ford,
we have found no evidence of it
We haven't uncovered one document,
we haven't located one witness, with
information about a Nixon-Ford deal.
In the absence of any evidence to the
contrary, we will accept President
Ford's word that he pardoned Richard
Nixon because he thought it was the
right thing to do. We question Ford's
judgment, but we have no reason to
question his integrity.
NATO COMMUNISTS? Secret
intelligence reports warn that two
western nations, both members of the
Atlantic Alliance, are in danger of a
communist takeover. They are Italy
and Portugal.
Italy is already at the brink of
economic collapse. The communist
party is emerging as the country's
strongest, most disciplined political
group.

Intelligence reports note that the
communists are also highly
sophisticated They have toned down
the inflammatory propaganda of the
past and are proposing instead a
foreign policy that would be neither
anti-American nor anti-Soviet.
The intelligence reports predict that
the communists will begin to share
power with the ruling Christian
Democrats and then will gradually
increase their power.
In Portugal, the communists have
come out of hiding as the best
organized, most powerful political
faction in the country. Already they
are moving into position of power in
the new government.
The intelligence reports warn that
U.S. base rights in Portugal's Azores
islands already are in jeopardy.
KLASSEN CLAMOR: In the days of
the Pony Express, it took four days to
get a letter from coast to coast Today.
100 years and $100 billion later, it still
frequently takes four days.
The postal problem is a complicated
one. but much of the responsibility for
it can be laid on the man who runs the
shoe. Postmaster General Elmer
"Ted" Klassen
Klassen is under investigation by the
FBI for accepting a fee from a postal
contractor, a story first reported in our
daily column.
And a congressional committee
recently put Klassen's cronies under
oath and discovered that the embattled
postal chief had not been candid about
his role in a number of post office
contracting boon-doggles.
These and other charges have raised
a clamor for Klassen's removal. Rep.
Morris Udall (D-Ariz.) has already
asked Klassen to step aside.
Udell's call for Klassen's head will
soon be taken up by some of the
congressman's Postal Committee
colleagues.
In an attempt to hang onto his post.
Klassen has launched a counter-attack
But the handwriting is on the wall. Our
sources say he will be pushed out by
the end of the year.

'SHOW ME SOMETHING I'D WANT TO SPEND A DOLLAR ONI

LfiTTers
storaska
on the tube
There he is Fred Storaska The rape
expert On the Merv Griffin show.
Merv has already asked him about
when he first got interested in rape,
and what rapist inspired him the most,
and if he has a dog.
Zsa Zsa is way down at the end.
picking at her hair, strumming the
rhlnestones of her necklace. And Joyce
Brothers is there, spine arrow straight,
legs crossed. Irwin Stillman is in the
next chair guzzling water out of the
pitcher. And Adele Davis, peeling a
carrot with a jackknife. And that pudgy
ESP expert from Basil You know. The
one who wrote the book
But It is Fred Storaska the audience
is waiting for. Merv asks. "Won't you
do your routine'' The one about the
wheelbarrow and the gouging and the
grip and the girls from Chicago?" Fred
says. "I'd be happy to." He hikes up his
pants and swaggers out front, under
the huge bright lights. (loud applause l
FRED TELLS the audience and the
folks at home about how if men were
all they dreamed they were they'd
carry their genitalia around in a
wheelbarrow in front of them (squeals
of delight from teenage girls in
audience)
Then he flexes his fingers. The
Storaska
Grip.
How
to
SQUEEEEEEZE the custard out of a
rapist's testicles. I moans 1 .Zsa Zaa
asks Irwin what "texticles" are but
Irwin has seemingly died) But
suddenly. Fred has lept off the stage
and has grabbed Leda. the cute carhop
from Queens out of her third row seat
and be is dragging her up onto the
stage
It is time for the choking/gouging
demonstration. This knocked them

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

out in Fort Worth." he says to himself.
Then, to Leda. "Now. I'll be the
woman, not really...tlaughter) and
Leda, was it...you be the man. Now I
want you to attack me."
Leda punts Fred right in the
testicles. One of them tumbles out of
his pantleg onto the floor where it spins
like a ten cent top. Fred is hauled off
the stage by three stage hands
lOoooos and Ahhhhhs) (Zsa Zsa asks
Irwin, "Vats going on. Dahling?")
Could this be true? Are we going to
see Fred Storaska on the Merv Griffin
Show? He has all the tools. An uncanny
grasp of the obvious, the simplistic, the
stereotype.
AND WHO can deny that he has that
gift of gab? He can take 10 minutes of
vitally important information and
inflate it into a two hour routine
(That, folks, is why he gets so much
money. I And to top it off he's an
expert. Just like Joyce Brothers or
Irwin Stillman. Move over Zsa Zsa
Make room for Fred.
Well. Bub. you say. If he prevented
just one rape it was all ...etc.. etc. I
suppose so. I trust that everyone was
able to extract toe sensible parts from
his routine, (there were some)
I hope. too. that Fred doesn't get
assaulted himself as he pushes his
wheelbarrow of cash out of town.
William Hallberg
470 Portage Road East
Portage. Ohio

the end
for the queen

slam of door

Dear Howie Rutter
Really, you statists will go to any
extreme to shackle the freedom of
humankind
Your assinine assertions that the
state has a right, and 1 quote, to expect
me (you are quite general in this
application which is found on page one
of The BG News) to limit the amount
of alcohol 1 consume besmacks nothing
less than fascism.
Granted, smashing others property
is screwed But even more screwed if
the extension the state by forced
closure of bars and arrests will
control
People will soon realize that alcohol
is self-destructive and that it kind of
leads to further destructive acts. When
will you statists realize that any
coercion is just as destructive as the
vandalism you abhor0
When you have heard the slamming
of the cell door you have heard the
state
309'
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The real reason the institution of
Homecoming Queen will disappear is
that nobody's making big pastelcolored convertibles any more.
So now when Mel's Pontiac Sales It
Service. We Care For Your Car. comes
up with the ritual transport, who wants
to sit in the bleachers and watch Miss
Strongsville Consolidated Local's left
arm waving from the rear window of a
2 door sedan?
And requiring the initiate to both
walk and smile at the same time for
three or so hundred yards of A Pretty
Girl Is Like a Melody would change her
personality for good and make
everybody in the crowd think of
, something they have to do right away.
J Garmhausen
Department of English
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New Cluster College designed
By Patricia Tbwnai

The Science Cluster
College, designed (or nonscience majors, is being
planned for the spring
quarter.
Pending approval by the
appropriate councils, the
Cluster would offer 13 or 14
credil hours Science group
requirements of the College
of Arts and Sciences and the
College of Education would
be satisfied by the Cluster,
as would the general science
requirements of the College
of Business Administration
Biology, chemistry,
computer science, geology,
philosophy of science and
physics are the areas to be
covered in the Cluster,
which will have three basic
parts
The first part is a science
seminar which would coordinated by a member of
the philosophy department
The four-hour course will
consider the aims and
methods of science, and

Dave Myers

Dabbi Domron

problems related to science
and society.
A five-hour survey course
will focus on energy, examining the various scientific
fields.
THE LABORATORY
course (four hours) will emphasize individual projects
and interests
A special problems
section dealing with contemporary controversial topics
also will be offered to those
students whose programs
require 14 hours for group
requirements.
Students involved in the
Cluster, if it is approved,
would schedule blocks from
10 a m noon daily. 2-4 p.m
Monday-Thursday and 7-9
p.m Wednesday for Cluster
activities
Students are not required
to live in Prout Hall and
may exercise their S U
option for an appropriate
number of hours, according
to Dr William D Baxter,
director of the planned
Science Cluster College and

associate professor of biological sciences.
He said the program will
include 100-120 students
Dr Baxter emphasized
the Cluster's function as an
opportunity for students to
obtain a bread look at
science and its role in
society.
This would be the third
Science Cluster offered by
the science department
Previous clusters have
included a field trip to the

newsnotes...
News conference
WASHINGTON (API-President Ford signaled a gettough attitude to hold down oil imports and said
yesterday he "will be open to suggestions" for revising
his anti-inflation program if the economy continues to
falter
In a wide-ranging news conference. Ford also reported
progress in nuclear arms limitation talks with the Soviet
Union, reaffirmed his support for vice presidential
nominee Nelson A. Rockefeller and announced a shakeup
in the federal energy hierarchy.

Students comment on coming election
Mi Rich Rensman
Staff Reporter
A random sample of University students shows that
most intend to vote in the
upcoming November election but there are mixed
feelings conrcrmng the
event
"I've just lost so much
faith in government as a
whole." said Lynda Kerschner. senior lA&S) "It's not
Nixon so much it's how I
feel aboui Gerald Kord
What happened with Nixon
is over with "
Kerschnor said she had
planned to vote but might
change her mind
DEBBI DAMRON. fresh
man iB A I, said she thinks
the political situation is "a
little bit better now since
Gerald Ford became
President But she said the
Watergate affair kind o(

makes you not trust the
government and you really
don't know if they are
honest
But I think people will
take voting more serious
They will check them
(candidates) out first."
Damron said.
Martha Weaver, senior
i Ed i. said she does not
think Watergate will have
much effect on the elections
"I think people are tired of
hearing about it
But Dale Stredney. junior
IB.A.I, said he thinks
Watergate will have a great
deal of effect on the election, "but I really don't
think the voters should consider It" He said the incident has happened and "is
being cleaned up now in the
courts
STREDNEY. who said he
will vote, said he thinks the

Democrats will win big in
the election
Dave Wilson, sophomore
(Ed. i. disagreed with
Stredney Wilson said the
Watergate incident should
not be a major concern in

Joseph K Kelter. senior
(AiS). said. "They've (politicians) all become so
ungodly honest since Watergate I can't stand it anymore, it's getting absurd
now

"Politicians have all become so ungodly
honest since Watergate. I can't stand it
anymore, it's getting absurd now.''
the election because only a
few persons, not the whole
Republican Party, were
involved
Wilson said he intends to
vole and mentioned inflation, unemployment and
honesty as the major topics
of the candidates. However.
Wilson said. "I don't see
whv they (politicians) have
to play it (honesty) up so
much."

He said a political advertisement lauding one candidate for disclosing his tax
information and belittling
the opponent for not doing
the same, is an example of
going too far.
FELTER said he will vote
and his reaction to the election is "one of curiosity"
because of a close gubernatorial race and the possi-

bility of a large Democratic
victory
"Neither one of the major
parties have come up with
good solid ideas." Felter
said, especially concerning
inflation
"Education should be the
issue." said Dave Meyers,
senior (A&S). "It has been
by-passed toe much, especially in Ohio."
Meyers said he will vote
but I'm really confusel
about who to vote for."
I..nun' Gagen. freshman
lA&S). said she will vote
but. "I sort of hesitate to
vote for anyone really, you
really can't rely that what
they say is going to into
effect."
GAGEN SAID the Democrats have "a really good
chance of coming out on
top" because of Uw political
events since Watergate.
She said she views the big

Chicago Museums of
Science and Industry.
Natural History and the Planetarium
For further information
and registration procedures,
students should attend
meetings to be held tomorrow and Monday. Both
meetings will begin at »:S0
p.m. in 113 Hayes Hall. The'
University Division Office.
26 Shatzel Hall. 372-0202
may also be contacted for
information

Ford visits hometown
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. (API-President Ford
promised the most concerted attack on inflation ever
made in this country as he returned borne last night for
the first time since entering the White House.
Ford called for a new spirit in Congress, instead of the
present Democratic control on Capitol Hill.
Ford, returning to the city where be was raised and the
congressional district he served 25 years, was greeted by
about 3.000 people and a driving rain at the airport.

issue as inflation because
she has heard so many
persons complaining about
costs. "Face it-money is
important in living "
Although most students
said they would vote. Marilynn Newton, senior (Ed.I.
said she expects a "really,
really low turnout."
NEWTON SAID she will
vote but, "I think the idea of
boycotting the polls is a good
idea " She said voting is a
lot of trouble and it has no
results.
Richard
Williamson,
freshman (B.A.). said he is
not voting in the election and
gave no reason why he
would not vote. But Williamson said he thinks Watergate
has hurt the Republicans
"quite a bit "
Of the nine students who
said they were voting, five
"are voting in. their hometowns and four are voting in
Bowling Green

Death penalty
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court agreed
yesterday to take another look at the death penalty,
including arguments that it is unconstitutional under any
circimstances.
It will be the first death penalty case the court has
heard since June 29, 1972. when it held that capital
punishment laws then on the books were unconstitutional.

Economy drops
WASHINGTON (AP)-The government reported
yesterday that its early warning system for the economy
registered the sharpest drop in 23 years in September,
raising the prospect of higher unemployment and idled
productive capacity in the months ahead.
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Round-up includes plays, bonfire

Concert kicks off 74 Homecoming
Concerts, theater events,
the traditional coronation of
the Homecoming queen,
bonfire, and football game
will highlight "the Roaring
Re-Occurrence." the theme
of Homecoming 1974
Tonight at 8 p.m.. a free
concert '
featuring
"Chopper." a seven-man
band putting the style of the
big band era to contemporary sounds, will take place in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
The concert is sponsored by
Cultural Boost
•Exit The King.
Ionesco's play about the
slow decaying of a dying
king, will be performed by
the French company. Le
Treteau De Paris, at 8 15
tonight in the Main Auditorium
Tomorrow al noon the
Union Activities Office
(UAO) Spooktarular begins
in the Union II will include
the appearance of Ken the
Fool, who is a Milwaukee
comedian, a pumpkin
carving contest, and performances by Tony Packo's
Cakewalkin' Jass Band from

9 30p.m -12:30a m
TWO ONE-ACT PLAYS
by William Saroyan. "The
Hungerers" and "Hello Out
There" will be performed at
7 p.m. tomorrow and Friday
in 405 University Hall. They
will be directed by graduate
students Joseph A. Russo
and Pamela M. Erb.
The fourth annual Alumni
Faculty Day will begin
tomorrow with about 35 University alumni returning to
campus to teach classes In
their professional fields.
They will also discuss
career possibilities with students
Eight graduates will participate in special career
counseling sessions tomorrow afternoon, during which
time they will talk informally with students who
have specific questions and
concerns.
The "BGSU Homecoming
Big Top" tent, sponsored by
the Alumni Association, will
be in the south stadium
parking lot tomorrow

*•••••••*****••**
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIQHTI
*
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE SPECIAL!
OPENING TILL &00 P.M. - ALL SEATS $1.00

NOW PLAYING!
EVE. 7:00 & 9:15
SATURDAY 1 SUNDAY MATINEES - 2:1514.30

through Sunday.
The tent will feature live
Dixieland music, dancing,
food and beverages
Admission to the tent is 82
a day at the door. Special 85
passes, good for all four
days, are on sale at the
Union Ticket Office Tent
hours are tomorrow and
Friday. 5 p.m.-l a.m.;
Saturday. 11 a.m.-l p.m.: 4
p.m.-midnight; and Sunday.
2-10 p.m.
Giant tissue paper and
chicken
wire sculptures
depicting the Roaring
Twenties will be created by
students living in residence
halls and Greek living units
They will be displayed
Friday at various campus
locations. Trophies for the
best sculptures will be

awarded at the
game Saturday.

football

CORONATION ceremonies for Homecoming queen
and court will be held at 5:30
p.m. Friday in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg. The
10 candidates will be
transported to the coronation in 1920 automobiles
and will wear Roaring
Twenties costumes.
The Homecoming concert,
featuring Dionne Warwicke
and comedian David
Brenner, will begin at 8 p.m.
Friday in Anderson Arena.
Tickets are 85 general
admission and 85.50 for
reserved seats, and are on
sale at the Union ticket
office.
They will be 86 and 86.50 If

purchased the day of the
concert or at the door.
Following the Warwicke
concert, a bonfire and a fireworks display will be held at
Sterling Farm.
Andre Marchal, a blind
French organist, will also
appear in concert at 8 p.m.
Friday. The free concert,
one in the Artist Series, will
be held in the Rental Hall.
School of Music and is open
to the public.
The annual Commuter
Center Art Show will be held
from 8-10 the same night in
the center in the basement
of Moseley Hall. It will also
be open from 10 a.m.-l:30
pin and 4-8 p.m Saturday,
and 10a m -2pm Sunday.
Saturday the Falcons
meet Ohio University at 1:30

It Ain't
Happening
To You

agency which
receives
money from Crusade of
Mercy donations is Crisis
Phone
An aid to the University
and Bowling Green. Crisis
Phone provides moral, emotional and emergency aid to
any caller
WORKING THROUGH
volunteers, half of which are
students. Crisis Phone is on
call 24 hours a day to try to
help with the problems a
person can't handle alone.
Last year Crisis Phone

received 4.172 calls dealing
with problems ranging from
legal information to medical
advice on birth control and
drugs.
This agency is one of
hundreds suffering from
price hikes and rent
increases. Crusade of Mercy
is a main source of funding,
through donations
by
students and other persons
who help by giving of their
time and resources.
On campus and in Bowling
Green, the Crusade is under

The Brothers of Delta Upsilon

President - Sharon Shepler
Vice President • Kathy Kuna
Secretary ■ Terri Semmelhaack
Social Chairman - Lynn Feverston
Raid Chairman • ??????

LAUGH AT SOMEBODY ELSES ,"
PROBLEMS FOR A CHANGE!
BARBARA HARRIS JOSEPH BOLOGNA

r
yt

jL

Congratulations And Good Luck
On A Fantastic Year Ahead!!!

Hi

•
•
•
•

the co-chairmanship of Dr.
Harold Obee, professor of
speech, and Clara Chokenea.
senior (B.A I. The drive for
donations began Oct. 2 and is
scheduled to end Nov. 8.
although money will be
accepted after that date
A book sale is planned at a
later date in front of
Williams Hall, with profits
going towards the Crusade
of Mercy. In addition, red.
white and blue canisters will
be placed at various campus
locations for donations.

CINEMA II
VHESEIalaV

NOW PLAYING!
tVt. 7:30
/: JU &
ft 9:20
S:2U
EVE.

jL
U

SATURDAY i SUNDAY MATINEES 2:00, 3:45 & 5:30

Candidates

PACE
All students interested in working for the U.S.
government should apply to take the Professional and
Administrative Career Examination (PACEl by 5 p.m.
tomorrow.
The PACE test, a replacement for the old civil service
exams, is one of the only ways to qualify for the job
eligibility lists, according to James Treeger, assistant
director of placement The tests are given four times
each year, in November. January. March and May.
Treeger has arranged for the November test to be
given on campus. Nov. 21 from 8 a.m.-l p.m. and Nov 22.
from 12:30-5 p.m.
Applications are available from the Placement Office.
360 Student Services Bldg

Jackson talk
Dr. Wes
Environment,
Science Bldg
Way to Stay
Cheaply."

Jackson, author of "Man and the
will speak at 7:30 p m. tonight in 210 MathHe has titled the free talk "Figurin' out a
Amused While We Live Till We Die-

Brown tag talk
Leslie Black, organizer of the Co-op Nursery at Trinity
Methodist Church, will speak on her role in starting the
nursery at noon today at the University Center for
Continued Learning

DLL DAY
TIIES. & WED.
OCT. 29 & 30

FOOTLONG
FRIES
COLE SLAW
20< DRINK
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Ponderosa Steak House

1974's MOST HILARIOUS WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!
COMING SOON TO B.O.-THE LONGEST YARD"
)•/■ AIRPORT 197S" • "TH£ OOCSSA FIU" • "HARRY & TONTO")

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

,

The University will be busy with politics tonight as two
candidates and a candidate's son plead their cases.
Ralph Perk Jr., son of Senate hopeful Ralph Perk, will
speak at 6 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall about this year's
statewide campaign
Perk is a Cleveland councilman, and his father is
currently Cleveland mayor.
At 7 p.m.. Democrat Art Toalston and Republican
Charles Kurfess will debate the issues in 115 Education
Bldg
They are candidates for the 83rd district seat in the Ohio
House of Representatives which Kurfess now holds
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A SELECTION of Roaring
Twenties-style movies will
be shown at 11 p.m
Saturday in 105IIanna Hall
Sunday,
the Collegiate
Chorale will give a concert
at 4 p.m. in the Main Auditorium. University Hall.
"Mummenschanz."
a
Swiss mime troupe, will
perform at 8 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium. The show,
portraying the progression
of life from the ape stage to
a gradual evolution where
the animal uses all his body
parts, is part of the Artist
Series and is free and open
to the public.

Charity group aids local agency
Giving away money is
something very few students
do without some deep
thought There are a lot of
small charitable groups
asking for dollars for special
causes
Asking for "your fair
share." the Crusade of
Mercy works directly in
northwestern Ohio.
Launched by the United
Appeal. Crusade of Mercy
benefits one out of every
three residents of Lucas.
Wood and Ottawa counties
An example of one local

SURE YOU'LL
LAUGH

p.m. Prior to the football
game, the Homecoming
queen and court will be
presented.

local briefs

L Wooster St., Across from the football stadium
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Halloween Nite
Oct. 31st
University Union
KEN THE FOOL

IOTOTSJI

Moowlighf

9 Or lies

UAO flALLOWEEWMOVfe

of
$1.00
MOONLIGHT BOWLING
W/ii CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING EVENTS:
BOWL FROM A CHAIR - A chair will be set up a! the foul line You
Tiust sit in the chair and bowl from there
PIN POINT • In this game you must knock down a certain number
of pins specified tn each frame and you will be awarded a bonus
tor each frame that you do knock down the required pins
UST BALI ON RACK • Here you've got to use whichever ball is
the last on the ball return This gives you a chance to try different
balls
LOW SCORE ■ A chance for the not so good bowlers to show
everyone else how it's done You try to get a low score by knock
mg down the fewest number of pins However you will be penal
i/ed if you throw a gutter ball So try to only knock down 1 or 2
pins
HEAD PIN • In this event you only get credit for pins knocked down
it you hit the headprn It's as simple as that.
ON YOUR KNEES • You guessed it This time you've got to
approach the foul line >n your knees GOOD LUCK
HOP ON ONE FOOT ■ Oh Boy Let's see you hop on one leg to
approach this time It COULO be fun.
BOWL WITH OPPOSITE HAND ■ If you're a right-handed bowler, all
you do is bowl with your left hand for this one And |ust the oppo
site if you're a southpaw
You don't have to bowl in all these events You can pick any three
you would like to try and the cost will be only 3 events for % 1 00
Prizes will be awarded to the winner of each event Therefore
there will be a total of eight prizes

775*- 9-'0

2DAWW-3C. freewikffi
From the opening sequence, in which Judith
O'Dea is terrorized by the first living corpse in
the twilight cemetery, to the last slow
dissolves and pans of still pictures, depicting
the hero's death, the film is filled with a
ghoulish undertow that pauses only now and
then for threadlines to reality. Night of the
Living Dead has achieved classic status in a
relatively short period of time, particularly for
its subject matter. Constantly playing to
packed houses in midnight shows and on
college campuses throughout the nation. Night
of the Living Dead has won a well-deserved
reputation as one of the most chilling horror
films of recent times.

Ken the Fool, the zany comedian from Milwaukee, will provide laughter and hilarity during U.A.O.'s Happy Hour,
Halloween day. Halloween night, Ken the Fool will provide even morelaughter as he makes a fool of himself on stage in the
Falcon's Nest. The show will start at 8:00 and will feature Ken's best entertainment techniques such as clowning, ritual
making, music and story telling.
Wisconsin's "State Foci" has attended Loyola University, The University of California and Xavier University in preparation for his entrance into the Jesuit Priesthood, a goal which he later abandoned.
A few of the things which Ken has done include, the development of his own concept in communication, (sound
poetry), studied at the Ringling Brothers Clown College, taught himself sign language and studied Western Mysticism.
He is many personalities in one, and relies on the traditions of a medieval tester and the spirit of the primitive trickster He has searched for a new way to communicate laughter, and we think he has found it. Come to the Union and see
"The Fool".
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CAKE WALKIN' JASS BAND TO APPEAR
As part of the UAO Spooktacular. the Cakewalkin Jass Band will make a return appearance They will perform in the Falcon's Nest of the Union
The Band performs on the weekends at Tony Packo s restaurant in Toledo People from all around the state come to the restaurant |ust to hear
the Cakewalkin' Jass Band
Ihe Cakewalkin' Jass Band made its first appearance at Bowling Green last year as part of Mardi Gras. They were so greatly accepted that they
re brought back during the Spring quarter Again the crowd response was fantastic So once again UAO is bringing you the famous Cakewalkin'
ss Band
Pitcher beer will be served in the Nest during their performance There will be plenty of excitement and lots of fun when they get on stage They
iv even lead the crowd into the ladies' |0hn as they nave been known to do on occasion So come on over to the Union on Spooktacular Thursday
0 be part of the fun
By the way. come in costume, and enter the costume contest Judging will take place on stage while the band takes a break
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Two MaritecxmSk Sign Up 3rd Fknx Union Activities Office

The UAO Spooktacular Costume Contest will be a gala affair

5undaes 2.5 <t
-free pumpUfl cookie
uortV purchase

arr

i£>#j©

All the best ghouls, witches, and ghosts will be there along with a lot of other original
characters. Officiating the affair will be prominent members of the BGSU community.
We do not have firm commitments of the judges yet as their schedules are so full, but
they are all trying to squeeze in this festive event on their calendar. There will be a
panel of five judges to officiate the contest. They will each judge each costume first on
originality and then on overall appearance. A public accountant will be on hand to tabulate the judges' evaluations. If there is a large turnout, the top five will come back for
the judges to take a final look and judge them once more. The winner will receive a
trophy symbolic as the reigning head of the Spooktacular Costumes.

UAO S92QKTACULAR
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Why don't you don your finest
fashions from your costume
wardrobe and be part of this
magnificent affair. Registration will begin at 10 p.m. in
the Falcon's Nest of the University Union. The judging will
take place during a break of
the Cakewalkin' Jass Band
who will be entertaining
there. All contestants will be
on stage for the judging. This
is a must for all social
calendars. This contest is
open to all members of the
University Community, including students, graduate
and undergraduate; faculty
and staff too.
There will be fine entertainment and lots of fun. so see
you at the UAO Spooktacular. and come in costume so
you can enter the costume
contest.

*■»• «VTh* SO Nawt, WsdrMMloy. OctotM* 30, 1974

Graduate Senate plans

New class schedules
available
Schedules of classes
for registration for winter and spring quarters
will be available today
at various locations.
On-campus students
will have the schedules
delivered to their dorm,
while off-campus students can pick them up
at either the Administration Building. Commuter Center or the
Union from 8:30 a.mnoonand 1-4:30 p.m. All
schedules will be due
Friday. Nov. 8.
Cary Brewer, director of registration.

to rewrite constitution,
may create handbook

said students will not be
billed for winter and
spring quarters at the
same time, even though
they are registering for
both quarters at this
time He said billing
will remain the same as
it was.
He added that students will not be
obligated to the spring
schedules they turn in
now, and they will have
a chance to change
them if they are not
satisfied. Spring
schedules will be
mailed to students the
first week in February
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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DOWN
1 Give up

Not care
«;•""■ * ™v
Tretpass
Jeta
Mora recent
Leaf cuttera
Dessert
CerUin
doctors
Garden flower
As soon as
Equal
budden rrignt
Sadat's land
nuea laaies
French official
Place to cook
Follow
Proportion
Dynamite
Be of use
Young girl
Nuisances
Cassia plant
Desire: Colloq
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booth
Venetian coin
Excellence
Search
Asian milk
drink
Horn
Church part
Mem
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Sports: Abbr.
Saw. for one
Goes wrong
Party dish
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
UHAI'S THE
MATTER WITH
YOU, MAN? UHY
DO YOU KEEP
SAYING. 'PIEASE

■l 1
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51

56
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40

39
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A senate committee was
also appointed to look into
the possibilities of creating
a
meaningful
handbook
for graduate students
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ACROSS
Dessert
Tartan wrap
Soda
Innisfail
Sharp weapon
Maine symbol
Court favor
Table decor
Cargo vessel
Court hearing
Puccini heroine
Binds securely
Supply area
Pamphlet
Apertures
Contend
of office
Dreads
Soviet press
igcy
Roman numeral
Thick
Dewy
Vividly
expressive
Grace and Gene
West Coast inst.
]vca
Be attractive
Air out
Magician
Variety
Slays
Thunder god

In other action, the senate
decided to suggest to
Academic Council that some
systems of evaluating
academic advisers be instituted
The senate also decided to
ask the council why
graduate students must have
the signature of their
adviser to register for
classes

Graduate Student Senate
appointed several senators
to a committee to revise the
senate's constitution during
yesterday's meeting.
The revision committee
was given until Jan 1 to
complete its work
Harold N Cones, graduate
senator, made a motion that
the actions of the senate be
limited under the present
constitution until the new
constitution was ready The
motion did not pass because
it did not receive a twothirds majority vote of the
full senate

i mo m-

INSmUOSD MOM'SHE EVEN

X WAS

iNsmucw

n? BY
mo?

TO.

wans now
miiDta fomei.
EORME.SOI

"MY NAME IS 0OBBY
MATTHEWS I AM SEVEN
YEARS OU> PLEASE
DON'T HIT ME."

YOUR.
MOTHER
GAVE YOU
THIS?I

MY
MOTHER
LOVES ME

~«m>- CLaSSIFIED ~*®»*
We are not responsible lor mistakes unless notified on first day ol insertion.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
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The Student's International Meditation Society will be checking lor
those who practice Transcendental Meditation Iran 1 to 3 30 today
in the Faculty Lounge. Union
The Association lor Childhood Education is sponsoring a Halloween
Party with Elementary students this evening from 7 to 8 p.m in the
Dogwood suite ol the Union Open to all interested
The Elementary Physical Education Advisee meeting lor Winter
quarter schedule has been set for 7 ! 30 p. m in 202 Hayes
There will be a meeting ol Stop Rape Alliance tonight at 7 30 p m
In 303 Hayes.
The Photo Club will meet tonight at 7 p. m in 112 Life-Science
There will be an advanced lecture open to those who practice
Transcendental Meditation sponsored by the Student's International Meditation Society at 6 30 p.m in 109 Business
Administration

C

25 OFF
ONI 16 or

10 OFF
ONE 10 COUNT BO*

DOW
OVEN CLEANER

HEFTY
TRASH BAGS

WITH DM OMAT »C0T COUKX1

WITH TMI SHUT SCOT COUPON
0000 0C1 2t TMaOUSM HOY 4. m»

oooo on it TM*OUOM «o> » MM

mMMmuummmum^
CD
O

25c OFF
ON14IOZ UOUIO
WITH TMI aaUT KOI COUKM
, S000 OCT. > TMOUtM KM 4. 1174

we are pleased to accept

U.S.D.A. FOOD SUMP

COUPONS

©J)J#jffiL^^

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. - 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 10 A.M.-8 P.M.
1616 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

Need ride. Chicago-Milwaukee
area Thurs . Ocl 31 or Fri
Nov I Will pay JJ Call Jim
354-6594
Need ride to OS.U. on week
ends: call Sylvia 352-4330 Will
payM.
LOST AND FOUND

0113

IVORY
LIQUID

RIDES

GreatScot
MINDLY FOOD STORES

Lost mixed male Sheppard
black and white. 40 lbs wearing
choke collar, answers to Nicky
352-5424 B G Haskinsarea.
HELP WANTED
Partlime Cashiers. Ushers L
Concession help to work in BG's
leading fun entertainment
centers. Apply between 7-9 p m
Wed 1 Thurs at Claael
Theatre.
RN's and LPN't needed. Call
353-8411
SERVICES OFFERED
Visit the Mad Artist Colony!
Corner of S Prospect L Hyall
Handcrafted jewelry & pottery,
gifts made to order Open 10-8
Mon thru Sal

Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area 1-24
week pregnancy terminated bylicensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-6311587
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER. Guaranteed safety
for your bike with inside
storage, only 110 B B 4R . 310
N. Main. 362-4649 354-5645
For your photographic needs
portraits, passports, applications, senior specials. Weisibrod Studio 123 W Wooster 3549041
TYPING DONE 352-9224
WANTED
1 Male rmmt needed at Cherry
Hill Call 352-9136 after 5

Organizational meeting ol
"Friends In Him." tonighl at
7 30 pm in Founders east
lounge For more information
call 372-1431 or 353-0504
Luke - Have a Spooky birthdav I Love You. Slim and Hope
The AX s came as they dared
they certainly were frightened
and scared They made it
through well enough to say.
Th.mx Sig Ep's. vou made our
day."
Pike Pledges - The IXis want to
say thanks so much for the lea
Delta Gamma Pledges
Kappa Sigs. Alpha Phis. AEPis
and AX s. what a way to have a
tea' AX ssav thanx'
Congratulations Alpha Phi
neophytes' iBut you're just one
step closer to a title you'll never
have • Active'i LITB your
Ac. ve Sisters.
English 200 Science Fiction.
Midwest Lit. Southern Lit:
Poetry and Music. Black
American Lit. Gothic Grotesque. Religion in Lit. American
Indian Lit. and Lit Film,
including Heart is a Lonely
Hunter. Great Expectations
Streetcar Named Desire.
Desire Under the Elms. Women
in Love. Rocking Horse Winner,
and Red Badge of Courage, all
shown in class meetings, all
sections meet Literature Group
Requirements

PERSONALS

44 pumpkins sitting on a gate,
hoping that the AX seniors
won't be late. Seniors get
psyched, don't try to run.
Tonight will be lots of fun.

The 10 Flamin Pledget invite
the Alpha Chi Active* to a FUN
night you will never forget'

Thanks Kappa Sigs. AEPis and
A Chi O's lor a great 4-way tea
at the Gig'The Alpha Phis

Need 1 female rmmt to live in
lurn trailer MO mo incl. everything Call 354-5895 or 352-8042

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
PLEASE CHECK YOUR
PLACEMENT
BEFORE
REGISTERING
FOR
ENGLISH 111. 112. 113 310
Moslev 372-0019
The Foxy 14 and the Everlovin
18 make Xi world go round
Law Society meeting Wed Ocl
30 at 7 p m Come hear a cues!
speaker Irom Campus Salety
Room 200 M 11 All welcome
Actives get psvched for turn
arounddav L& L the Sigma s
AAUW used book sale Trinity
Methodist Church 200 N .
Summil Thurs Ocl 31 and Fn
Nov 1
FOR SALE
COMPLETE STEREO OUTFIT
-CHEAP 354-4652
12 x 55 Mobile Home 2 bdrm
washer & drver. air excel
condition 354-9352
AKC Registered Irish Setter
puppy 6 weeks Female 175 3541353
125 gallon aquarium complete
set-up 372-3493
Fender amp 200 w Twin-Reverb perfect condition S325 3545411
AM FM stereo w cassette
player-recorder Also movie
camera and inslamatic camera
John 354-4384
FOR RENT
Furn apt. 2 bdrm. disposal
indoor heated pool suana 4c
whirlpool Ph 352-9378 8200 mo
Cherry Hill Village has apts
rales sun 1200 mo . furn or
unfurn qtrs. 4E half interest
leases avail Ph 352-6248 Office
hours 9-5 Mon thru Fri Sat 1-5.
After hours I Sun by appt 853
NapoleonRd Suites.
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Mark Glover

Falcon defensive team
r
fc inspired late comeback
Bv M*rk Glover
Sporu Editor
The general consensus among the Falcon football
followers last weekend was that BG played only 30 minutes
while beating Marshall. 28-3
Even head coach Don Nehlen agreed thai BG's
performance was not adequate in the first half when the
Falcons were shutout by the Thundering Herd. 3-0.
"We played a half of a football game." said Nehlen in the
happy BG locker room last Saturday "We were just a flat
football team the first half
GRANTED. THE Falcons were less than spectacular for
the initial two periods of play against Marshall Nehlen had
every right to be upset. But. I am sure that even he would
have to qualify his statements considering the performance
of the BG defense in the first half.
It would be more correct to say that the offense played
half a football game The defensive unit started out tough
and stayed that way
It must have been a personal shock to the defensive squad
when some of the fans at Doyt L Perry Field booed the
Falcons into the locker room at the halftime intermission
Those defensive players who excelled were probably
wondering what they had to do to win applause
A stubborn defensive unit trudged onto the turf each time
after six BG offensive drives stalled in the first half This is
a credit to the stamina of the defensive squad Even when
Ml' had excellent field position on a punt fumble in the
second quarter, the defense held the Thundering Herd to a
field goal
IF THE defense had not done such a fine job of holding
Marshall, it would have been extremely tough for the
offense in the second half. As it turned out. they only had to
rally from a three-point deficit
Like a good wine, the defense became progressively

better with the passing of time. During the final 30 minutes,
they cracked down even harder on the Thundering Herd.
It was the defensive unit that dealt the death blow to Mil
in the third quarter After Falcon tailback Dave Preston
scored his second touchdown to put BG ahead. 14-3.
Marshall put a long drive together
The Thundering Herd had a first down on the BG 13-yard
line and a score would have put BG in a desperate position
But. the defense came to the rescue once again.
MARSHALL tailback Bill Stevenson was blasted on the
next play, and he fumbled to his own man for an eight-yard
loss Two plays later on fourth down. BG's Bill Whidden
poured through the Marshall offensive line to dump Bob Wilt
and end the Ml' threat Whidden's play paved the way for
the Falcon rout
It's more than fair to say the Falcon offensive unit staged
a strong comeback Yet. it is important to add that their
comeback was made easier by the consistently fine play of
the defense throughout the game

Whidden specializes in 'big plays'
BvDtetRees
Assistaet Sports Editor
Bill Whidden is unique. He
is blessed with outstanding
athletic ability, yet he
credits his sensational
defensive play this season
not only to his coaches, but
also to God
The defensive end has
established himself as the
Falcons' "big-play'' artist
His most recent important
play came against Marshall
last Saturday
On a crucial fourth down
in the third quarter.
Whidden broke through to
nail Herd quarterback Bob
Wilt for a long loss

This was nothing new for
Whidden
Against East
Carolina, he recovered a
fumble which led to the
Falcons only touchdown.
In successive games
against Dayton. Western
Michigan. Toledo and Kent
State, he sacked opposing
quarterbacks for losses, all
aiding Bowling Green
WHIDDEN IS currently
tied with Dave Brown as the
Falcons' top tackier with 74
in seven games He has
tackled the opposition 13
times for losses totaling 66
yards to also pace BG in that
category In addition, he has
tipped four passes and
recovered two fumbles

Chorman's six tallies
leads field hockey unit
By Lauri Lesrh
Staff Writer
Sophomore Sue Chorman starred last weekend as the
Falcon women's field hockey team won the consolation
bracket of the Ohio Association of Intercollegiate Sports
Women (OAISWI tournament at Oberlin
Chorman scored four goals as Bowling Green blitzed Lake
Erie. 6-0. after seventh-seeded University of Dayton
eliminated BG from the championship bracket. 5-0. Ginny
McGee scored the other two BG goals in the Lake Erie
contest.
BOWLING GREEN concluded the weekend by finishing
off Miami. 2-0, on goals scored by Chorman
Ohio Wesleyan's new defense strategem proved to be too
much for BG's "A" and "B" teams in last Monday
afternoon's hockey action.
OWU shut out the "B" squad. 3-0. BG's offensive atUcks
were not effective in the first half of the match, but the
defense managed to hold Wesleyan to one goal OWU broke
the game open late in the second half witl, two goals The
"B" squad had 12 shots on goal.
Chorman scored the only goal in the first period of the
"A" match, as the Falcons fell to the Bishops. 4-1 BG had
seven shots on goal but couldn't seem to find the cage.
Hockey action starts at 3 this afternoon as the Bowling
Green "A" and "B" teams meet Eastern Michigan on
Sterling Farm Field
BARGAIN ADMISSION
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES!
ADULTS $1.00 - CHILD 50i

Falcon safety Dave Turner (97) climbs th« back of
a teammate as ho attempt* to block a field goal
aqaimt Manhall last Saturday at Doyt L Perry
Field The Falcons won the contest. 28-3 and will
foce Ohio University Saturday (Newsphoto by
Michael G. Grone)

Alpha Chi Omega
is proud to welcome
their new affiliate

Diane Heydinger

GIGOLO
Now Open 4 Nights

LIVE BANDS
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

HAPPY HOURS:

WED. 8 P.M.-2 A.M.

Falcon defensive end
BUI Whidden (90) Hfta a
Marshall receiver in the
air during last Saturday's
contest.
The
sophomore
tackling
artist is ranked second
in the Mid-American
Conference in tackles
for losses with 13 sacks
for minus 64 yards.
(N.wsphoto by Michael
G. Grone)

HBnHBB

which also lead the BG
ranks
But statistics don't tell the
whole storv. according to
Whidden
"A lot of people don't see
me when I don't make the
tackle, which might happen
on five oul of six plays," he
explained "I don't think
I've ever been hurt by a
tackle I've missed, but I
don't always make the big
play "
The 6 1'. 208 pound sopho
mote considers himself
fortunate (o be starling for
the Falcons this season As a
freshman, he gained junior
varsity experience as a
linebacker.
LAST SPRING. Dave
Turner was ineligible
because of grades and Mike
ll.ii i .mi,m was injured, thus
paving the way for ■ first
team defensive end berth for
Whidden
When he came back this
fall, Whidden found that
Turner was moved to safety,
and Harraman sustained
another injury.
I've really been
fortunate to get the chance
to play,'' he said "I never
really doubted my ability,
though."
Whidden said his only
problem playing end is that
on many pass plays he will
hesitate before rushing, an

The Detective The Rich Widow The Millionaire Father. Assorted
Shady Characters and a Couple of Mysterious Ladies. Their Des
times are Untangled in Chinatown.

THE FORMER all Ohioan
from Troy gives the BG
coaches much ol the credit
for his success so far.
"They (the coaches I can
pick up tendencies and let us
know what to expect from
the other team." ho Hid
"We know what to look for
most of the time "
But even more important
to Whidden is God.

(EDC0 200)
• CONVERSATION WITH TEACHERS
• VIEWING OF VIDI0TAPES
- DISCUSSION OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL ISSUES

WINTER AND SPRING QUARTERS
TWO CREDIT HOURS • ONE EVENING PER WEEK
LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE WINTER-SPRING i 975 SCHEDULE

HAMBURGER PLATTER

and (wa$$i

REQ. $1.46

"IT HAPPENED in the
second quarter on a punt,"
he said I didn t find out it
was separated until Sunday
night "
Despite the injury.
Whidden said he really
wants to play against Ohio
University Saturday
"It's a big game We're
both going for second place
if Toledo gets beat." he said
"We've really improved
with every game and we've
got a lot better team than
people think "

EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION

$ DOLLAR DAY $

$1.00

Saturday He played the
entire second half of the
Marshall game with a mild
shoulder separation

THINKING OF TEACHING AS A POSSIBLE CAREER?
THEN CONSIDER

WEDNESDAY IS

Vt pound freshly ground purt beef,
on toasted sesame s.ed bun,
frtnch fn«s and coltslaw
1 the rtal thing, Cofct*

"I have to give credit to
God for giving me the ability
to play football and giving
me a good mind." he said
Whidden's spirituality led
to his involvement with
Athletes in Action, a
Christian group of athletes
on campus
"I became a Christian two
years ago." Whidden said
The group is learning how to
be a better athlete with God,
he explained "Our belief is
with God He died so we
could live "
"It's a big part of my
life." he added, referring to
his group membership
Whidden showed some of
his determination las!

ATTENTION FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

HEY
PODNERS!

NOW PLAYING
EVLAT7r00-ft20

instinct he picked up as a
linebacker
"I'm not that strong on the
pass rush If a quarterback
drops straight back. I'll
hesitate."
Whidden
explained "I ve done a lot
belter on rollouts "
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NCAA soccer bid on the line today
By Pel* Kmlrh.n
Staff Writer

tournament whether he likes It or not. The winner will take
over the favorite's role In the upcoming NCAA tourney
invitations

Wh«ti Falcon co»ch Mickey Cochrane talks about his
aoccer learn, he it as old-fathloned as the 1937 Chevrolet he
thy.
From the beginning of the season to his 6-0-1 record now.
Cochrane hat refuted to dwell on the possibilities of his
aqnad earning a third ttraight berth to the NCAA
tournament.
Rather than speculate on the bid. he would cite his ''take
em one at a time" philosophy But today's match with the
University of Akron forcet Cochrane into talking about the

TRADITIONALLY, the NCAA hat picked the winner of
the Ohio Collegiate Soccer Association (OCSA) at one of the
four mldwestern participants for the tournament.
St Louis, the number one ranked team in the nation, and
Southern lllinou-Edwardsvllle. third In the nation, are
virtual "shoe-ins'' for two spots The third and fourth pick
will come from the likes of Wisconsin-Green Bay. Indiana.
Colorado College and the OCSA champion
The Falcon* are currently the leading OCSA candidate.

Cleveland State it second and Akron is third However, an
Akron win today would put them, as Cochrane says, "in the
driver's seat."
Although sporting only a 4-4-1 record, the Zips have been
defeated by such teams as second-ranked Howard. 2-0. and
SIU-Edwardsville. &-0. It is because of this caliber of
competition that head I'A coach Bob Dowdy thinks Ins
squad has a chance at the NCAA bid despite their record
"Looking at it from a selection perspective, even though
we only have a mediocre record, we probably play a more
demanding schedule than Bowling Green,'' Dowdy said
"IF WE WIN Wednesday and win our final three. I see no
reason why we wouldn't be a good midwest choice." he
added
When the Falcons played Cleveland State two weeks ago.
it was billed at "the game of the year The Vikings were
first in the OCSA polls, and BG was second But. Cochrane
readily admits that Akron will be the toughest opposition his
squad will face this season.
"They have just as much at stake in this thing i NCAA bid I
as we do. Maybe more. They haven't been there recently
like we have." Cochrane said. "In all. it's a game of
survival because the loser is out of it."
Asked if the Zips were comparable to any team the
Falcons have seen this year. Cochrane replied. "Yeah.
Bowling Green.

"Their style of play is very similar to ours," he explained
"They're young, they have a short-passing attack, very
balanced, excellent defense and quick goalie.
INDEED. THE Zips, who are coming off a school record
performance in downing Youngstown State 14-1. have been
stiff opposition in the past as the Falcons have not posted a
v/in in six attempts against them The last Falcon loss was a
5-0shutoutinl971.
The Zips will be led by senior goalie Bosville Salmon,
fullbacks Patrick Aquart and Bimbo Shoyoye and halfback
Roby Stahl. who survived two cuts in the American Olympic
team trials last summer.
Despite Zip credentials. Cochrane is confident of his
squad's ability.
"The key will be which team can take the other out of
their game first." Cochrane said "We'll have to play more
aggressive than our last couple of times, though." he said in
reference to action against Cleveland State and Ohio State
Indeed, the Falcons unimpressive effort against Ohio
State last weekend could be detrimental in earning the
NCAA bid because former OSl' coach Walter Ersing is a
member of the tournament selection committee
But. Cochrane viewed the unimpressive wins in more
pragmatic terms.
"I'd rather be unimpressive and winning than be
unimpressive and losing. Cochrane said
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Ali regains world title

Falcon Irtihmoti Kevin Bov. momuvm far position ouointt on Ohio Star*
hooter during latl Saturday's- action. The BG teccar craw will (oca the
University of Akron today in a game that could decide an NCAA bid for either
team. (Newtphoto by Jeff Rothgory)

Maneuver

Ticket Information
Tlcketa for Saturday's
homecoming football game
WlUl Ohio University are
now on sale at the Memorial
Hall ticket office
The tickets are priced at
11.50 for students $3 for
visiting students and $5 for
adults
Student basketball and
hockey ID cards are also on
Hie priced at $5 for basketball and 17 for hockev StuStill wondering what to do after college? You might get a
better picture from the air.
Find out if you qualify for frying lessons in the Air Forces
R0TC Program, or a full col
lege scholarship You get the
picture?
Contact Professor of

dents must show their fall
quarter validation cards
upon purchase.
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open weekdays
from 9 am -noon and from
1-5 pm

SUPPORT

-Save The News

BULLETIN
KINSHASA. Zaire (APIMuhammad Ali knocked out
George Foreman with a
right to the head and won
back the world heavyweight
championship here last
night to cap one of the
greatest accomplishments
ever in sport
It came 10 years after Ali
had first won the title by
knocking out Sonny Litton
and seven years after he had
the title stripped from him
for refusing induction into
the military.

FALCON
PIZZA

mans previous 40 victories
had been by knockout.
BUT. IN the early
morning hours in this
equatorial African nation.
Foreman was simply no
match for the 32-year-old
Ali

eighth round began
appeared to be very tired.

Foreman, whose right eye
was beginning to close as the

But he seemed to be
winning that round until Ali
unleashed the finishing
flurry that must rank as his
most spectacular accomplishment in a career with
the unique and great in
boxing.

: PLANTLAND PRESENTS
the Rock *N' Roll Animal

UAO Presents:

DUSTIN HOFFMAN IN

LOU REED

LITTLE BIG MAN

and

FRIDAY-SATURDAY NOV. 1-2,7:00-9.45
MAIN AUDITORIUM FREE WITH I.D.

CHARITIES
BOARD
BUY A

FOREMAN seemed to be
winning the eighth round
when All backed him into a
corner and landed a left and
right to the head
The defeat was the first
ever for the 25-year-old
Foreman, and the crowd of
50.000 created a mob scene
and went crazy
Thirty-seven of Fore-

Daryl Hall & John Oates
The University of Toledo Fieldhouse
8:00 p.m. Saturday, November 2,1974
Tickets On Sale At
Finders Records

BETA THETA PI wishes to
CONGRATULATE
their Fall Pledge Class

Aerospace Studies
At Rm. 154, Memorial Hall

I

TONIGHT!

*~S\

OHIO PAYjOFF
WINNERS
ANNOUNCED EVERY THURSDAY
E x c I u s i yely .'On

^WLQlT

Gordy Light
Pat Jaqua
Bruce Weegar
Kim Davis
Jay Hawkins

/

Ken Lackey
Phil Reid
John Howell
Don Martin
Steve Elder

the end
is near

101.5FM

The
Domino
People
are Pizza
People,
Period.
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA
352-5221

Qotader
tfuff
For the homecoming game this
Sat. or just anywhere ■ check out
these tweed wool blend coordinates by Jr. House. To top them
off, a long sleeved acryllic turtleneck in coordinating colors. These
are available in either green or
blue.
Our model this week is Senior
Paulette Eberhart. She and her
husband Mike live at Winthrop
Terrace apartments. She is also
employed at the Powder Puff.
Come in and see us soon.
The Powder Puff
525 Ridge

The end of the world? Not quite, but it is the
end of senior pictures. Friday's the last day so
make your appointment now. Call 372-0086 or
visit the Key office, 310 Student Services.

•

